
There is no gainsaying the fact that many 

people believe that what prevents them 

from starting their own businesses is lack 

of money.  Though money is not the first 

consideration for a successful business, its 

importance for a start-up business cannot 

be over emphasized.   

Challenges of Raising Funds 

Our experience has shown that even with 

passion, experience and, a realistic busi-

ness plan, it is difficult to raise money to 

start a business.  

The risk of lending to small 

businesses without credit 

history, succession plan, and 

collaterals, among other fac-

tors, is often considered too 

high for banks and other fi-

nancial institutions to take. 

Micro-Finance Banks, de-

signed to support small busi-

nesses, are unable to do so 

effectively because they cannot access 

enough funds from commercial banks. And 

when they give out loans to support micro 

businesses, they charge interest of about 

5% monthly.  At interest rate of 5% a 

month, or 60% a year, many small busi-

nesses will be unprofitable.   

There are various government or private 

sector-driven intervention programmes for 

funding small businesses, but start-up 

businesses can hardly benefit from them 

because of the conditions that have to be 

met. 

How then can start-up businesses get funds? 

The most reliable source of funds for a start-up 

business is the owner’s savings.  But how can 

sufficient money be saved for business when 

income is barely sufficient to meet present 

needs?  

Raising Money through Personal Savings 

In this write up, we shall examine how to raise 

money for investment or start-up business 

through savings from current income. A self-

employed person needs to raise money for 

specific projects or for business expansion. A 

person in paid employment needs 

to raise money if he wants to 

transit from employment to own-

ing a business, or if he wants to 

own a business after retirement.  

A lot of people who are not happy 

in their current employment and 

who have passion for one busi-

ness or the other, are stuck with 

their employers because they 

have no money to start their businesses. It is 

amazing to learn that the amount of money 

that prevents many people from engaging in 

small business of their choice can be as low 

as N200,000. 

To develop the culture of saving from income 

that is considered not enough to meet current 

needs requires financial knowledge, discipline, 

mindset change and commitment. You need to 

move beyond just savings to investing your 

savings regularly to make more money.  
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Quote of the Month: 

“Do not save what is left after spending; but spend what is left after 

saving” - WARREN BUFFET 
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There is no doubt that lack 

of money prevents many 

people from starting small 

businesses today. Micro-

finance banks and even 

unofficial lending organi-

sations struggle to meet 

demands of loans request 

ranging from as low as 

N50,000 to N200,000 at 

exorbitant interest rates.  

This edition is about sav-

ing tips and, how small 

start-up businesses can be 

funded from personal sav-

ings irrespective of the 

amount of regular income 

earned.  Also, this edition 

features young interior 

designers who specialize 

in giving children’s rooms 

a new look and feel.   In 

addition, we have interest-

ing articles for you.  
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ticed that I spent a lot of money on recharge 

cards. I stopped calling any number with 

missed call that is not registered in my phone, 

which used to be my usual practice, except 

there are more than two missed calls from the 

same number.  

Though not cast in iron and stone, a budget 

should drive how you spend your money. Do 

not buy what you have not planned for and, 

be careful when buying things brought to the 

office or home as you have no opportunity of 

checking out the price with competitors. 

If you are married, then carry your spouse 

along when preparing a family budget to se-

cure his or her cooperation during implemen-

tation. 

Reduce your Expenses 

“…….no matter how much money 
people earn, they tend to spend 
the entire amount and even more 
sometimes through borrowing. 
Their expenses rise with their 
earnings. Many people are earn-
ing today several times what they 
were earning at their first jobs or 
say five years ago. But somehow, 
they seem to need every single 
naira to maintain their current 
lifestyles. No matter how much 
they make, there never seems to 

be enough” – Parkinson’s Law on Spending. 

To a large extent, you have control over your 
expenses.  You can review them regularly 
and remove the ones that are not essential. 
You do not have to adjust your taste for good 
things to meet up with your income as evi-
dence of success at the expense of making 
more money through savings. Let your taste 
be in accordance not only with your income 
but also with the desire to save and invest.  
You can decide to buy a shirt for N2,500 or 
for N50,000, truth is that they serve the same 
purpose. It is up to you decide to save and be 
moderate in what you spend. 
 

Give to Charity and work of God  
Some common sayings on giving include: 
“there is more happiness in giving than in 
receiving” and “the hand that gives is always 
on top of the one that receives”. We have 
found out that giving has spiritual connota-
tions that seems to bring 

Today there are several funds and portfolio 
managers that you can invest as little as 
N5,000 monthly to yield two digits return 
which you cannot get from banks’ fixed 
deposit savings.  You can also save 
N1,000 monthly and invest it after every 
cycle of five months. Everybody with the 
right mindset and commitment can save no 
matter how small his or her income is.  You 
will be surprised that you will get as much 
as you need to start a cottage business 
after saving N5,000 monthly for five years. 
 
Some tips on saving and investment habits 
are: 
 

Plan to Save Regularly 

Plan to save and invest deliberately! Regu-

lar small savings will amount to a lot of 

money over time just as “little droplets of 

water makes an ocean”. Give a 

standing order to your bank to 

deduct a certain amount every 

month for savings, and you will 

be happy you did. You will be 

surprised how much money you 

will get if you invest N10,000 

from your salary over a period 

of 10 years. You can plan a 

business or a project to be 

funded by that investment in 

future. 

We encourage you to decide today that, 
after your religious obligations, you should 
take away a minimum of 10% from your 
regular income or salary before spending. 
You may never get it right if you want to 
spend before you save, because money is 
hardly enough to spend. 
 

Prepare Monthly Budget 

A budget is a plan of how you intend to 

spend the money you expect to get. If you 

currently do not have a budget, then start 

by writing down what you spend your mon-

ey on and the information will help you to 

prepare a budget.  When you write down 

your expenses, you can review them later 

to identify which ones could have been 

avoided or reduced.  For instance, when I 

started to write down my expenses, I no-

“To a large extent, you have 

control over your expenses.  

You can review them 

regularly and remove the 

ones that are not essential. 

You do not have to adjust 

your taste for good things to 

meet up with your income 

as evidence of success at the 

expense of making more 

money through savings.” 
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Blessing 

Masordi-

Sani is a 

graduate 

of com-

puter sci-

ence. She 

is the co-

founder of 

“Masordies Touch of Grace”, a registered 

interior decoration company behind the 

“kids’ Decor Naija”. BCL sat down with 

her for this month’s interview to learn 

about her business, how it all started and 

where its heading. 

What inspired you to be a professional 

home decorator? 

My passion and love for neatly decorated 

spaces. As a child, I spent a lot of time in 

my mum’s room. I preferred her room to 

ours because of the neatness and since 

we couldn’t have ours like hers, I would 

always be in there. 

When did you register your business 

and what in your opinion is the benefit 

of business registration? 

The business was registered in 2012 in 

Lagos, Nigeria. When people identify with 

a registered business, they feel most 

comfortable patronizing you because they 

think the business is organized. 

Did you go through any formal or in-

formal training or apprenticeship? 

Yes, I did. To really excel in this field, you 

need a formal training. I acquired a formal 

training alongside my sister before we 

formed our company together. My sister 

is a graduate of creative arts and she’s 

mostly responsible for the artistic feel to 

our work. She’s also a childhood educa-

tor, and is particularly passionate the wel-

fare of children. Most of the training we 

acquired was on the internet, through 

online courses. 

How did you and your sister come up with 

the business idea? 

My sister is naturally good with designs and I 

was equally passionate about pursuing a career 

in this. I talked to her about the idea, we ac-

quired the required training and at the end, we 

formed the partnership for this business. 

For the online courses, how did you get 

your study materials? 

The materials were sent out to us via emails as 

part of the programs. 

What were your initial challenges and how 

did you overcome them? 

There have been challenges through this jour-

ney. The number one we had was acceptance.it 

was quite difficult for the earliest people we 

spoke to, to understand the need to spend extra 

money on decorating their children’s rooms. We 

overcame this initial challenge and the ones 

after by constantly talking with parents and 

making them see the benefits of our work. We 

really went after the parents with aggressive 

marketing strategies, and with time, some of the 

parents started seeing reasons. We even 

helped rearrange the rooms of some children 

for free at the beginning. 

How did you raise your start-up capital? 

The business is not really capital intensive. At 

the beginning, we started with nothing but our 

ideas. All we needed was the interest of people. 

They pay certain amount of money upfront 

which is enough to buy the decoration materi-

als. Then, we do the job and at the end, they 

pay for the service. 

What marketing strategies di you adopt? 

We did online campaigns on different social 

media platforms, speaking with parents and 

teachers in schools, churches and public plac-

es.  

How would you rate the success of your 

marketing? 

Good, and can always be better. We got a lot of 

parents onboard as a result.  

“MOST CHILDREN’S ROOMS ARE LIKE STORE ROOMS” - MASORDI-SANI 

“The business is not really 

capital intensive. At the 

beginning, we started with 

nothing but our ideas. All 

we needed was the interest 

of people. They pay certain 

amount of money upfront 

which is enough to buy the 

decoration materials. Then, 

we do the job and at the end, 

they pay for the service. ” 
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We also got calls from people we didn’t even 

speak to. People who saw our social media 

posts and advertisement. For some parents 

who live far away from Lagos, they contact 

us and make us speak with the children to 

know their preferences and favourite colours 

and parents sanction those choices for their 

children by buying the already-made designs 

and fitting them in the rooms. 

How do you decide on these designs and 

colour preferences? 

We have specific colours for different chil-

dren. There are colours we use 

for introverts and others we use 

for very expressive children. So, 

we don’t just use any colour. The 

natures of the children are also 

put into perspective. The factors 

also include gender. You don’t 

just decorate their domain the 

way you like because like every 

other human being they have their 

preferences too.  

Why did you choose to specialize in deco-

ration of children’s rooms? 

There’s neglect for children’s rooms. Aside 

the living room and the parent’s rooms, the 

children’s rooms are the least places people, 

even the children want to spend time, be-

cause the place is sometimes like a store and 

in a mess. The children’s rooms should actu-

ally be better organized than every other 

room because that is where the children 

grow. 

Do you make the decoration materials 

yourself or you get already-made de-

signs? 

We make some of the designs ourselves and 

we buy some. Actually, most of the designs 

we use are combination of our designs and 

already made designs. 

How do you keep up with trends and 

changing demands? 

We constantly look out for creative interior 

design concepts online and in magazines. 

We consciously train ourselves in this busi-

ness. Also, the suppliers in the market also con-

stantly inform us of new designs and when we 

have a job, we always try to use the new and 

latest designs. 

Are you concerned with Competition? Why? 

There are a lot of people who are into interior 

designs, but there are not too many people who 

specialize in designing children’s rooms. So, I’m 

not too bothered because I always believe it’s a 

huge market and everyone has their space. 

What factors do you think has kept you in 

business so far? 

I have been in the business for 

five years and the thing that has 

sustained me most is my ap-

proach. Satisfying our customers 

has brought us a lot of referrals. 

What advice would you give to 

someone who wishes to start a 

similar business? 

They must have passion for the 

business because it is easy to 

encounter different circumstances that demoti-

vates. For instance, it is my passion for this that 

has enabled me to walk into any room no matter 

the mess, to clean it up. 

Where do you see your business in the next 

five years? 

I see us in production. Having to produce every 

of our decoration materials. 

What do you currently need to enhance your 

business fortune? 

Funding! Adequate funding would improve our 

production capacity. We have attempted bank 

loans sometimes but the interest rates and col-

lateral demands didn’t encourage us to follow 

up. 

Final words for entrepreneurs... 

Determination is the key. At the early stages of 

business, it may seem really difficult. But, focus, 

consistency and perseverance is important. 

Contact details? 

Phone: 08071796188, 08063224027 

“There are a lot of people 

who are into interior 

designs, but there are not 

too many people who 

specialize in designing 

children’s rooms. I always 

believe it’s a huge market 

and everyone has their 

space”. 
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ble costs per month and resolve to limit your 
expenditures temporarily to these amounts. 

Carefully examine every expense. Question it 
as though you were analyzing someone else’s 
expenses. Look for ways to economize or cut 
back. Aim for a minimum of a 10 percent reduc-
tion in your living costs over the next three 
months. 

Second, resolve to save and invest 50 percent 
of any increase you receive in your earnings 
from any source. Learn to live on the rest. This 
still leaves you the other 50 percent to do with 
as you desire. Do this for the rest of your career 
and you will be happy you did. 

Source: https://www.briantracy.com/blog/
financial-success/parkinsons-law/  

Why People Succeed or Fail 

Parkinson’s Law is one of the best known 
and the most important laws of money 
and wealth accumulation. It was devel-
oped by English writer C. Northcote Par-
kinson many years ago and it explains 
why most people retire poor. 

The Way the Law Works 

This law states that, no matter how much 
money people earn, they tend to spend 
the entire amount and even more some-
times through borrowing. Their expenses 
rise with their earnings. Many people are 
earning today several times what they 
were earning at their first jobs or say five 
years ago. But somehow, they seem to 
need every single naira to maintain their 
current lifestyles. No matter how much 
they make, there never seems to be 
enough. 

The Key to Financial Success 
The first corollary of Parkinson’s Law 
says: "Financial independence comes 
from violating Parkinson’s Law." 

Parkinson’s Law explains the trap that 
most people fall into. This is the reason 
for debt, money worries and financial frus-
tration. It is only when you develop suffi-
cient willpower to resist the powerful urge 
to spend everything you make that you 
begin to accumulate money and move 
ahead of the crowd. 

Slow Down Your Spending 
The second corollary of Parkinson’s Law 
is: "If you allow your expenses to increase 
at a slower rate than your earnings, and 
you save or invest the difference, you will 
become financially independent in your 
working lifetime." 

This is the key. I call it the "wedge." If you 
can drive a wedge between your increas-
ing earnings and the increasing costs of 
your lifestyle, and then save and invest 
the difference, you can continue to im-
prove your lifestyle as you make more 
money. By this you will eventually become 
financially independent. 

Action Exercises 
Here are two things you can do immedi-
ately: 

First, stop all non-essential expenses. 
Draw up a budget of your fixed, unavoida-

“Carefully examine every 
expense. Question it as 
though you were analyzing 
someone else’s expenses. 
Look for ways to economize 
or cut back. Aim for a 
minimum of a 10 percent 
reduction in your living 
costs over the next three 
months.” 
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         PARKINSON’S LAW ON SPENDING 

Conclusion (Continued from page 2) 
Develop saving and investment habit to pro-
vide funds for your business and to provide 
shelter when rainy days come.   You can save 
irrespective of the amount you earn.  What 
you require is financial knowledge, discipline 
and, commitment to save. Focus more on 
your needs and, less on your wants to secure 
a bright future. 

Starting a Home-based food 

Business 

If you love baking or cooking, consider 

launching a home-based bakery, personal 

chef or catering business. You can whip up 

your concoctions for individuals, events, and 

local businesses and organizations. Not only 

is it a rewarding opportunity to make money 

doing what you love, but it's also a great way 

to test your culinary chops before investing in 

a full-fledged brick-and-mortar establishment. 

Keep in mind that home-based food busi-

nesses are heavily regulated, so start by fig-

uring out the rules and regulations in your 

area. 

A lot of people who own big restaurants actu-

ally started from home-based, where they 

take the orders of people and deliver the or-

ders straight from their home. In the United 

kingdom for instance, MOORISH is doing a 

good job in this regard. In Nigeria, GRAN-

DEUR CATERING is doing similar stuffs, by 

delivering food from home. 

https://www.briantracy.com/blog/financial-success/parkinsons-law/
https://www.briantracy.com/blog/financial-success/parkinsons-law/


land mass. A time that has now been forgot-

ten. 

Today, we speak in the interest of selfishness, 

readily made to suit our capital benefit. The 

multiplicity of tongues is our foremost jugular, 

leaving us exposed to blindness of our pitfalls. 

The lessons of tales told by moonlight, of hos-

pitality and likewise integration, are like a good 

music for the deaf. The abject resignation to 

mindlessly maiming fellow Africans (who on 

the account of migration left their homes for 

greener pastures) on the excuse of socioeco-

nomic inequality is gruesomely unjustifiable. 

The repercussions far outweigh the diplomatic 

solutions that offer nothing but duplication of 

interpreted bilateral codes of conduct. 

The terrible incursions on the guise 

of seizure and control by miscre-

ants in some African countries to-

wards African immigrants is too 

much too early, to handle with 

complacency. The total loss of 

conscience is incomprehensible to 

common sense, not to mention 

subjecting the rationale to logical 

conclusion. It is happening too 

much and no amount paid in repa-

ration to the family of the deceased can 

equate the mental torture of trying to under-

stand the context of losing a relative to cultural 

carelessness. 

It is quite easy to point to hoodlums in South 

Africa, Ghana, Congo, Somalia and Libya as 

the biggest culprits. Every nation in Africa 

must look at herself with guilt, in search of 

genuine penitence. African leaders and inter-

est groups must address the widening loop 

holes endangering the unity of the African 

continent. The discrimination perpetuated on 

the premises of tradition is one of the biggest 

drawbacks in search for progress. The dispari-

ty in our wrong calculations is the reason for 

unattainable solutions to the historical prob-

lems of cultural disintegration. 

 

- Lewis Ebode 

loebode@beckleyconsulting.com  

From the lowest rung to the echelons of 

African societies, there are visible pat-

terns of dereliction. The intentional aban-

donment of basic formations and values 

is clear for all to see. The clamour for 

continental evolution is a far cry in the 

face of perpetual insurrection that contin-

ues to quake the hope of meaningful 

relations. In the absence of colonial rule, 

we are still yet to reach the potentials our 

human and natural resources can guar-

antee. 

Like Neanderthals conditioned to civility 

by subjection, the liberty acquired since 

independence is in itself a license to re-

turn to the way we were first seen - ras-

cals. At the initial stages of agitations 

and cry for self-determination, 

the band of decorated nation-

alists unrelentingly stood and 

fought for the demands of 

inclusive participation in what 

first appeared as new face of 

global assembly. The unwa-

vering show of racial unity, 

each one looking out for his 

brother, characterized the 

victorious pursuance of fraternity. 

Together, multiplied by themselves, they 

created a fiery imagination of roughed up 

desperados, kicking up dust with blood, 

destructible only by unrevealed weak-

nesses. When one of the units needed 

required tools to craft their own happi-

ness, the others offered bundles of mate-

rials as implement. 

I’m referring to the period when nothing 

but emancipation mattered to the African 

people. The period when scarce re-

sources inadequate for one, was shared 

for the benefit of everyone. The days 

when one’s home is the sanctuary of 

anyone seeking asylum from persecu-

tion. A time when tribal marks appeared 

inconsequential, when the discourse is 

on skin colour. The days of significant 

history bordering on our sense of identi-

ty. A period of meaningful weight of con-

stant recollection of what bounds us by 

“The abject resignation to 

mindlessly maiming fellow 

Africans (who on the 

account of migration left 

their homes for greener 

pastures) on the excuse of 

socioeconomic inequality is 

gruesomely unjustifiable. ” 
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The African Innovation Foundation (AIF) is delighted to announce the call for its 2018 Innovation 

Prize for Africa (IPA) applications. The IPA main purpose is to strengthen African innovation eco-

systems through supporting a culture of innovation and competitiveness, whilst spurring growth of 

innovative, market-driven African solutions to African challenges. 

Eligibility Requirements: 

Are you an African entrepreneur, academic or inventor with an innovation that could potentially 

provide an African solution to some of the continent’s every day challenges? If your answer is 

“yes”, then you should apply for the IPA. This Prize is intended to benefit Africans who have de-

vised outstanding innovative solutions to real African challenges. Below are specific guidelines on 

who can apply and how to apply: 

• Eligible innovations MUST be by Africans for Africa. Africans in the Diaspora can also apply if 

their innovations are of significance for Africa. The working definition of Africans is persons who: 

a) Hold the passport of an African country, OR 

b) if they hold the passport of a non-African country, they are able to demonstrate that they are 

either recently naturalized in their new country or at most they are a first-generation African of 

their new nationality. 

• A fully completed application form with a full description of the innovation must accompany each 

submission; if not, the entry will be disqualified. 

• The innovation description should clearly illustrate the social and/or economic outcome and 

impact with regard to African development and the priority area chosen; it should also be in line 

with the IPA assessment and selection criteria. 

• Application forms and description of the innovation should be in English, French or Portuguese. 

While the innovations can be conducted in any language including local languages, the submis-

sions should be translated and submitted in English, French or Portuguese. 

Award Prize: 

• First Prize (US $100,000) 

• Second Prize (US $25 000) 

• Special Prize for Social Impact (US$ 25,000) 

• Recognition Prizes (US$ 5,000) 

How to apply 

https://ipa.africaninnovation.org/s/login/?language=en_US 

Application Deadline:10 January 2018 at 23.59 GMT 
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info@beckleyconsulting.com 

www.beckleyconsulting.com  

ABOUT BECKLEY CONSULTING: Beckley Consulting is in busi-

ness to stimulate the emergence of effectively managed Micro, Small 

and Medium Enterprises and provide them with professional support 

services in Finance and Accounting, Taxation, Human Resources 

and Legal Services so that they can focus on their core businesses 

and mandate. We are a one-stop-shop of professionals set up to 

meet the various needs of small businesses.   

Experience has taught us that a small business that wants to grow 

cannot afford the cost of experts that will ensure effective manage-

ment of the business and compliance with the requirements of regula-

tory authorities. 

We believe in mindset change for the typical entrepreneur through 

training/workshop and information sharing, to imbibe the discipline 

and commitment required to own and manage a small business suc-

cessfully, including keeping appropriate accounting records. 

 

QUIZ OF THE MONTH (Answers in the November 2017 edition of the Newsletter) 

 
1. The most basic level of a product is called the: 

A. Core product   B. Central product 

C. Fundamental product.   D. augmented product. 

2. In ________ consumers may share a strong need that cannot be satisfied by an existing prod-
uct. 

A. negative demand  B. latent demand 

C. declining demand  D. irregular demand 

3. While buying milk which kind of behaviour is displayed by a person? 

A. Extensive problem solving behavior B. Routinized buying behaviour 

C. Variety seeking behavior  D. None of the above 

4. What is the basic property of a service which makes it different from a product? 

A. Shape   B. Size 

C. Very expensive  D. Intangibility 

5. The task of any business is to deliver ________ at a profit. 

A. customer needs  B. customer value 

C. products and services  D. improved quality 

6. The packaging concept states what the package should be or do for the product. 

A. True    B. False 

7. Resellers may actually take ownership of the product and participate in the marketing, including 
the advertising. 

A. True    B. False 

8. ________ portrays the “whole person” interacting with his or her environment. 

A. Attitude Reference group B. Lifestyle Culture Subculture 

C. Lifestyle   D. Culture 

Answers to September 27 Edition 

1. B  2. A  3. B  4. D 

   5. A   6. B   7. C   8. A 

Click here to subscribe 

Or Visit:  

http://

beckleyconsulting.com/

subscribe 

“An Investment in 

Knowledge pays the best 

interest” - Benjamin 

Franklin 

Send your comments and contributions to: newsletter@beckleyconsulting.com  
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